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I N T R O
This special edition Bitcoin Magazine Pro report will be focused on the 
contagion that has spread amongst counterparties in the cryptocurrency 
industry. The report will begin with a detailed explanation of what transpired 
leading up to the crises, including a thorough evaluation of the actors, services, 
and investment vehicles in particular that contributed to the industry-wide 
liquidity/solvency crisis. 
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Following the blow-off top of 2017, where the price of bitcoin appreciated 
by a factor of 100 in a mere 28 months, a sharp drawdown and period of 
consolidation occurred over the next two and a half years. As price traded 
between $3,000 and $14,000 throughoot 2018/2019, the massive fiscal and 
monetary stimulus that occurred due to the COVID-19 economic lockdowns 
had investors around the world scrambling to find a hedge against inflation, and 
there stood nascent yet absolutely scarce bitcoin. 

What followed was a raging bull market, fueled first by natural demand, and 
later powered by layers of opaque leverage, excess liquidity and arbitrage 
strategies. In this report, we’ll detail how many of the dynamics that stoked 
the flame of the raging bull market contributed to the ultimate crash and 
unfavorable market conditions seen today.  

THE 2020/2021
BULL MARKET
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The fundamental cause of the contagion crises that has plagued the 
cryptocurrency industry over the last six weeks has been an unwind of leverage 
brought about due to massive reach for “yield” by various industry players and 
platforms. This dynamic, and the reach for “risk-free” yield in an industry built 
around a yieldless bearer asset was doomed from the start. Its widespread 
growth following the 2020 bull run introduced systemic risk that few if any truly 
fully understood, leading to crashing exchange rates, mounting insolvencies, 
and future regulatory intervention. 

The concept of “yield” in the cryptocurrency space is entirely misunderstood, 
which has led to the large amount of pain felt by participants in recent weeks. 
Yield refers to the earnings generated and realized on an investment over a 
period of time on a percentage basis. The most common example of yield in the 
investment world today would be the coupon payment one receives for buying 
sovereign bonds. 

Example: 

You, the investor, lend a nation your capital for a defined period of time, and 
they agree to pay you back the face value of the loan on a specific date. Due 
to the time value and opportunity cost of your capital, the debtor will also pay 
you periodic interest payments along the way. This excess return on capital is 
defined as the yield. 

This is quite different from how “yield” is/has been generated in the bitcoin/
crypto industry, which necessitates a closer look. The following passages will 
be an overview of the dominant “yield” generating strategies that arose since 
2020, and the current state of those strategies and the second order effects of 
their proliferation. 

THE REACH
FOR YIELD
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The GBTC arbitrage trade was one of the largest drivers of the bitcoin bull 
market of 2020, and ironically it has since shown to be one of the biggest bear 
market tailwinds. Let us explain.

The Grayscale Bitcoin Trust was the first company to launch a publicly-traded 
Bitcoin fund in the U.S., and given the product’s first-mover advantage, steadily 
grew in size and notoriety since its launch in May of 2015. Shares of the trust, 
which trade in OTC markets (over the counter), represent a fixed amount of BTC 
(currently: 0.00092242 BTC), with an annual fee of 2%. 

The trust did not (and still does not) operate like an ETF, where institutions can 
exchange shares of the product for the underlying and back again. Shares of 
GBTC have a one way redemption mechanism, the Hotel California of bitcoin if 
you will. The trust worked by converting accredited investors’ bitcoin or dollars 
into shares of GBTC, with a six-month lockup period following the creation of 
shares. 

Because of bitcoin’s nascency, shares of GBTC trading on OTC markets were 
the only way to gain exposure to bitcoin for individuals/firms operating within 
the walls of the legacy financial system. Due to the lack of other available 
options for the U.S. market, shares of the product long traded at a premium to 
net asset value.

Due to shares of the trust trading at a premium, an arbitrage opportunity arose 
where investors could bring dollars or bitcoin to Grayscale and receive shares 
(that were locked for six months). 

Many funds pummeled capital into the strategy, with some shorting bitcoin 
futures or bitcoin-like exposure (although few accessible products yet existed) 
to remain market-neutral, while some funds just used the premium to simply 
mark up their books for 2020 year’s end (i.e., send $100 to Grayscale and 
receive $120 in locked GBTC assuming 20% premium), what wasn’t to like? 

GBTC
ARBITRAGE
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It is worth noting that firms could short bitcoin equivalent exposure upon the 
creation of shares to remain USD market neutral (in theory), or sell GBTC upon 
the conclusion of the 6-month lockup and buy bitcoin to harvest bitcoin native 
alpha (if there was still a premium). 

Three Arrows Capital (3AC) entered this trade in massive size in 2020, 
becoming the largest holder of the trust with 38,888,888 shares of exposure 
(approximately 35,871 BTC) in its December 2020 filing.

A staggering 394,398 bitcoin was purchased and locked in the trust from the 
start of 2020 until February 18, when the trust first began to trade at a discount 
to NAV (net asset value). For context this figure was 79.26% of new total supply 
mined over the same time period, coming from just one buyer.

https://twitter.com/tier10k/status/1537819299586400256?s=20&t=yBwA8SvPOrnHpWJRG8qr1w
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However, problems arose when the historical premium flipped to a discount, as a large 
amount of GBTC unlocks began to occur, flooding the market with available shares. 
This dynamic, coupled with the lack of redeemability, had large impacts on the market: 

1. One of the largest buyers in the bull market was now sidelined, with there being 
no incentive to create additional shares of GBTC with shares trading in secondary 
markets at a discount to NAV.

2. Market participants who had purchased large amounts of shares were stuck with 
relatively illiquid shares of GBTC (average daily trading volume of 6.142 million 
shares/day ($199M/day) over the last year) compared to bitcoin itself. 

3. The discount to NAV on such a massive amount of BTC-equivalent exposure 
dissuaded institutional investors from buying spot bitcoin itself, due to the 
existence of a bitcoin-like derivative that was trading below net asset value. This 
dynamic is still very much in play, with bitcoin trading at $21,000 at the time of 
writing with GBTC shares trading at a cost equivalent exchange rate of $14,639 
(30.3% discount to NAV).

4. One of the primary “yield-generating” arbitrage strategies for institutional custody 
providers (such as BlockFi) was no longer available.

5. Due to the six-month lockup period for shares, many participants attempting the 
“market neutral” arbitrage took large losses as the premium flipped. 

The first point is the one that is still to this day not widely understood. Due to the 
premium flipping to a discount on shares of GBTC, the bull run’s largest indiscriminate 
buyer was no longer in the game.

https://twitter.com/cryptomanran/status/1415030937423843330?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
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Another yield-generating strategy that arose during the bull market for 
2020/2021 was the futures arbitrage, where traders could acquire market-
neutral exposure to bitcoin (and other cryptocurrency assets as well, with 
bitcoin being by far the most liquid) by selling futures contracts while holding 
spot. 

Due to the speculative nature of a bull market, where market participants 
are bullish and the demand for leverage is extremely high, futures trade at 
a significant premium to spot markets. This occurred both in the perpetual 
and quarterly futures markets. Perpetual futures contracts never expire, and 
maintain their tether to spot markets via a variable funding rate, with longs and 
shorts paying each other directly based on the contract’s price relative to the 
reference price (a spot market index) over a period of time. When perpetual 
futures are leading above spot markets, longs pay short positions to hold 
positions at the variable rate, and vice versa. 

Similarly, futures contracts with an expiration date are just promises to buy 
and sell at a set date. If prices of a futures contract are above the current spot 
market rate, the market is in contango and traders/arbitrageurs can capture 
a spread by selling the futures contract to capture the spread, which can be 
annualized into a yield. 

FUTURES
PREMIUM
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Shown below are the annualized rates of the perpetual and quarterly futures 
contracts throughout the bull run: 

Broadly, the futures basis can collapse for mainly two reasons: 

1. Arbitrageurs sell futures and buy spot exposure, leading to a closure of  
the spread. 

2. Spot demand dries up, and the over extended nature of the long-biased 
leverage in the market leads to forced selling and a cascade of leverage 
exposure. 

Given that all exposure is marked-to-market with sufficient collateral, even a 
rapid collapse in exchange rates doesn’t lead to systemic risk or broad-based 
“contagion.” The biggest impact of forced long liquidations is often a collapse in 
futures premium, and subsequently the yield-generating strategies dependent 
on the market conditions. 
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As arbitrage opportunities dried up in the later months of 2021 as the futures 
basis once again collapsed, a “yield” generating opportunity in the form of 
staking UST on the Anchor protocol arose. Readers very likely know how this 
ends, but for the sake of this issue we will once again summarize. 

UST was an algorithmic stablecoin that attempted to be pegged to $1. The 
peg was in theory maintained as UST was always redeemable for $1 of LUNA, 
a cryptocurrency backing the system on the Terra blockchain. Users could 
mint UST by burning $1 of LUNA, which would decrease the supply of LUNA in 
circulation. In the case of the exchange rate of UST falling below $1, the supply 
of LUNA would algorithmically expand to fulfill the $1 obligation. 
 
Both UST and LUNA grew in spectacular fashion over the course of 2021, 
with the market cap of UST and LUNA growing from a combined figure of 
approximately $8 billion in May 2021 to as high as $59 billion merely one year 
later. 

The growth and interest in both UST and subsequently LUNA (which was 
needed to acquire UST) due to the Anchor protocol, which was a DeFi platform 
that paid a sky-high interest rate of 20% for UST depositors. This rate was 
partially paid for by depositors who would borrow UST against collateralized 
cryptocurrency assets such as ETH and LUNA. However, the rate was 
subsidized by Terraform Labs, the creators of the LUNA blockchain. 

This subsidization, paid for with funds acquired from the premined allocation 
of LUNA that Terraform labs had for itself, incentivized an increasing number of 
entities to utilize the protocol for yield-generating strategies. 

MOVING UP
THE RISK CURVE

https://beincrypto.com/terra-founder-discusses-plan-to-tackle-anchors-declining-reserves-as-luna-tumbles-20/
https://beincrypto.com/terra-founder-discusses-plan-to-tackle-anchors-declining-reserves-as-luna-tumbles-20/
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One can look at the ratio of market cap between LUNA and UST as a measure 
of the solvency of the system. Remember, since the supply of LUNA would 
increase in the case of redemption of UST, it was critical for the solvency of the 
system that LUNA remained larger than UST in market cap.

As soon as the market cap of UST became greater than LUNA’s, the system 
was functionally insolvent, and as investors ran for the exits to redeem their 
UST, the supply of LUNA would hyperinflate in an attempt to maintain the 
peg, collapsing the exchange rate to $0. As this was occurring in real time, we 
warned holders of UST of the impending doom-loop-style digital bank run.

Below is the ratio of the two assets’ market caps:  

As LUNA and UST death-spiraled to zero in tandem, it became clear that 
many industry players faced significant losses, not just due to the collapsing 
exchange rates of crypto assets, but also the overnight blowup of an $18 billion 
“stablecoin” that many considered to be a risk-off asset. 

WHAT WENT WRONG
FOR UST & LUNA?
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Rumors began to fly as major players such as 3AC were known to have large 
exposure to both LUNA and UST, with the firm purchasing $500 million worth of 
locked LUNA exposure a mere three days before the collapse. 

Similarly, on-chain forensics in April showed that Celsius, a major yield/lending 
custodian, was depositing hundreds of millions into the Anchor protocol in the 
weeks leading up to the collapse.

With the GBTC arbitrage and futures premium no longer available, and the 
collapse of LUNA/UST comparing the balance sheets of major industry players, 
it became apparent to many that the risk/reward of depositing on centralized 
yield platforms was increasingly unfavorable. 

As this sentiment became increasingly shared by market participants, 
withdrawals increased, further exacerbating any liquidity/solvency issues that 
would face a lending institution engaging in fractional reserve/rehypothecation 
practices. This became an increasingly high risk for institutions that had capital 
locked up in higher duration “yield” strategies. 

SPILLOVER
EFFECTS

https://twitter.com/devdoteth/status/1525069778104332288?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
https://twitter.com/devdoteth/status/1525069778104332288?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
https://twitter.com/MikeBurgersburg/status/1521598805392740355?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
https://twitter.com/MikeBurgersburg/status/1521598805392740355?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
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What turned the collapse of UST and the run on centralized yield institutions 
such as Celsius was the massive amount of unsecured lending that firms 
engaged in, specifically with 3AC. From what we now know about 3AC, the firm 
engaged in the following trades/practices: 

• Borrowed money unsecured from multiple counterparties due to reputation, 
including $350 million of USDC and 15,250 BTC from Voyager.

• Trading on derivatives/options on Deribit (a portfolio company) without any 
underlying collateral.

• Promising portfolio companies/protocols 8-10% “yield” on treasuries, used 
this to bolster the size of assets under management with rehypothecation. 
Likely was using Anchor to pay yield and capture the spread.

• Pitched “opportunity” in waning moments for investors to buy BTC and get 
15% return on that BTC in one year - was an attempt to get liquidity due to 
illiquid GBTC bags. 

• Collateralized (fully or under-collateralized is not entirely known) lending 
with multiple firms such as Genesis and BlockFi. 

• Buying ETH, staking ETH in Lido to receive stETH, pledging stETH as 
collateral in DeFi to receive yield, borrowing ETH against stETH, repeat 
(graphic below). 

The layers of leverage, specifically of the unsecured fashion, is what helped 
to create the daisy chain of impairment across industry, with assets on the 
balance sheet of lenders secured by nothing but IOUs disappearing in  
an instant. 

UNSECURED LENDING
REHYPOTHECATION,
& LAYERS OF LEVERAGE 

https://twitter.com/DeribitExchange/status/1537458993781669891?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
https://twitter.com/DeribitExchange/status/1537458993781669891?s=20&t=KI2XT3jVhaiAqV6d0BzrFQ
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The unique circumstances that accompanied this bitcoin bull market cycle led 
to a boom in unsustainable arbitrage strategies, opaque systemic leverage and 
unsecured lending that has been in the process of violently unwinding since the 
November 2021 all-time high. 

Yield-generating consumer retail products like BlockFi, Celsius and others that 
promised lucrative yield were not sustainable in their past (and current) form, 
due to the yieldless and absolute scace nature of bitcoin, and the fact that 
many of the risks that were being taken were unquantifiable and veiled in a lack 
of transparency (DeFi hacks and collapses, counterparty risk, and illiquidity and 
duration risks such as GBTC and stETH).

The proliferation of unsecured and under-collateralized lending across the 
crypto industry in particular should serve industry participants a tough lesson 
on the ills of counterparty risk and systemic leverage, which is something that 
bitcoin was quite literally invented to fix.  

“Banks must be trusted to hold our money and transfer it electronically, but they 
lend it out in waves of credit bubbles with barely a fraction in reserve.”  
- Satoshi Nakamoto

DON’T TRUST,
VERIFY

https://satoshi.nakamotoinstitute.org/quotes/banks/
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“Your yield is not yield” 
-Do Kwon The authors of this piece 

First:

Yield products offered in native bitcoin terms are unsustainable. There is no 
way to natively generate yield on your bitcoin, without engaging in risk to do 
so. Therefore, the term “yield” is an incorrect or rather improper term. A more 
correct term would be “risk premium,” which is defined as the return in excess 
of the risk-free rate of return that an investment is expected to yield. 

Given that the risk-free rate of return on bitcoin in bitcoin terms is 0%, any 
platform/service offering yield by definition is taking excess risk.  

Second:

Bitcoin is here to stay, and despite recent events, is among the best collateral 
the world has ever seen. Transparent ownership on a global ledger, 24/7/365 
liquidity in most every jurisdiction across the world, and fungible.
 
As bitcoin continues to entrench itself amidst the legacy financial system, it will 
increasingly be used as collateral as it has been over the last two years in the 
broader cryptocurrency ecosystem. 

This is a welcomed development, but only if utilized properly.

• Bitcoin is notoriously volatile. Over-collateralization with proof of reserves 
should be the standard going forward. Given the transparent nature of the 
Bitcoin UTXO set, this should be trivial for all lenders to implement. Firms 
such as Unchained Capital already have implemented such strategies, 
where users receive one of three keys to a multisig quorum and can 
transparently see that their loan collateral is dormant. 

• Proof of reserves should become the standard for every crypto/bitcoin 
exchange with custody solutions. 

LESSONS
LEARNED

https://unchained.com/loans/
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The bitcoin/crypto market has been left reeling following the events that 
have transpired over the previous six weeks. It will likely take many months, 
quarters, or even years for all of the second and third order effects of the recent 
events to be worked out, with the most obvious impact being future regulatory 
standards. 

It is also unlikely, even today, that the full extent of the credit impairment and 
losses have been uncovered across the market. For these reasons, our outlook 
on the market over the short/medium term remains quite cautious, as broader 
risk-off conditions in legacy markets have led to a reduction of risk exposure 
across the board, with bitcoin/crypto being among the riskiest from a volatility 
and regulatory perspective. 

However, our long-term outlook on bitcoin is extremely bullish, and the recent 
forced liquidations and cascade of off balance sheet leverage has created 
extremely lucrative conditions for long-term oriented value investors looking to 
secure a slice of the world’s largest and most secure decentralized monetary 
network. 

With time, this too shall pass, and bitcoin will continue its ascent as 
unstoppable global money built on a system of rules, and not rulers. 

“A lot of people automatically dismiss e-currency as a lost cause because of all 
the companies that failed since the 1990s. I hope it’s obvious it was only the 
centrally controlled nature of those systems that doomed them. I think this is the 
first time we’re trying a decentralized, non-trust-based system.”  
- Satoshi Nakamoto 

FINAL
NOTE

https://relai.app/satoshi-nakamoto-quotes/


T I M E L I N E
The timeline on the following pages does not capture every event that’s 
unfolded over the last two months but does aim to capture important events 
from the beginning of this contagion period to where we stand today. 

Below we have also included previous Bitcoin Magazine PRO issues that 
covered events in detail as they have unfolded. 

Celsius Exchange Halts Withdrawals: What Went Wrong?

Celsius and stETH - A Lesson on (il)Liquidity

Three Arrows Capital Faces Liquidation

Fears of Further Contagion 

3AC And The Leaning Tower Of Babel
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https://bmpro.substack.com/p/celsius-exchange-halts-withdrawals
https://bmpro.substack.com/p/celsius-and-steth-a-lesson-on-illiquidity
https://bmpro.substack.com/p/three-arrows-capital-faces-liquidation
https://bmpro.substack.com/p/fears-of-further-contagion
https://bmpro.substack.com/p/3ac-and-the-leaning-tower-of-babel


4/2 DeFi total market cap peaks, falling 73.81% since then.

4/5 LUNA total market cap peaks at roughly $41 billion.  

5/3 Celsius sends $275M into the Anchor protocol. 

5/5 LUNA and UST depegging starts. Market collapse begins this week 
through May 12 with DeFI total market cap falling to roughly $50 billion 
from $120 billion. 

5/6 Anchor Protocol deposits start to turn over and collapse for UST from 
over $14 billion to 1.76 billion by May 13. 

5/8 Luna Foundation Guard (LFG) starts loaning out bitcoin to OTC desk to 
help defend UST peg.

5/9 UST trades down to $0.85 and LFG starts draining more bitcoin to 
stabilize peg. 

5/10 Do Kwon announces a recovery plan is underway.

5/24 Voyager raises financing from private placement shares for $60M 
and builds up cash positions from Alameda, DCG, 3AC and others.  

6/7 3AC starts circulating deck to pitch investors on a new GBTC  
arbitrage play. This is a last ditch effort to recover funds from LUNA  
losses of $200M. 

6/10 stETH trades to 0.95 just two days before Celsisus withdrawals  
are halted.  

6/11 Alex Mashinksy poses a question on Twitter if you know anyone who 
has a problem with withdrawing from Celisus. Mashinksy says it’s all just 
FUD one day before Celsius halts withdrawals. 
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https://twitter.com/MikeBurgersburg/status/1521598805392740355?s=20&t=DTj_Kq15Z_SS2pD03ht56g
https://app.anchorprotocol.com/
https://twitter.com/LFG_org/status/1523512196965167104?s=20&t=HEJs2uatV2cybR1fHK_dag
https://bmpro.substack.com/p/bm-pro-daily-lfg-bitcoin-reserves
https://bmpro.substack.com/p/bm-pro-daily-lfg-bitcoin-reserves
https://twitter.com/stablekwon/status/1524049689510694916?s=20&t=-mv7yBCCmxuPmqAdpsuHmA
https://www.investvoyager.com/pressreleases/voyager-digital-provides-update-on-closing-of-ususd60mm-private-placement-of-common-shares-led-by-leading-crypto-companies
https://www.theblock.co/post/152735/three-arrows-capital-team-sought-funds-for-gbtc-trade-before-meltdown
https://www.theblock.co/post/152735/three-arrows-capital-team-sought-funds-for-gbtc-trade-before-meltdown
https://twitter.com/Crypto_Joe10/status/1535291197119352832?s=20&t=RWuUCe7tE69A-v6y5Nqfiw
https://twitter.com/Mashinsky/status/1535767334668861440?s=20&t=T4ZVrILOlVMnV8lAfwvGbA
https://twitter.com/Mashinsky/status/1535767334668861440?s=20&t=T4ZVrILOlVMnV8lAfwvGbA


6/12 Celsius announces halting withdrawals, swaps and transfers. 
Mashinsky stops tweeting.   

6/13 Celsius liquidation levels surface and start falling as they add 
collateral across 17k wBTC.

6/14 Su Zhu and 3AC announce they are working things out and go dark as 
they were liquidated by lenders and face insolvency. 
 
6/14 Voyager tells customers they have no exposure to Celsius or stETH 
and have never engaged in DeFI lending activities. 

6/16 Finblox announces 3AC exposure, pauses reward distributions and 
restricts withdrawal limits.  

6/16 Derebit announces 3AC exposure and losses.  

6/16 BlockFi’s CEO came out with a statement saying the firm had 
liquidated an overcollateralized margin loan of a client who had failed 
to meet debt obligations, with no mention of client name or underlying 
collateral used.

6/17 Genesis CEO announces losses with large counterparty who failed to 
meet margin call. 

6/17 GBTC discount hits lowest level all-time at 36.45%

6/17 Babel suspends withdrawals and redemptions under  
liquidity pressure. 

6/17 Bitmex and Derebit liquidate 3AC positions.  

6/19 Celsisus posts to community that they are trying to find a resolution.

6/19 Bancor pauses impairment loss protection and limits deposits likely 
as a result of large Celsisus withdrawals from liquidity.  
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https://blog.celsius.network/a-memo-to-the-celsius-community-59532a06ecc6
https://twitter.com/DylanLeClair_/status/1536321175193899010?s=20&t=RdmDcS3ZCnA8pieV_9XDew
https://twitter.com/zhusu/status/1536876343815983104?s=20&t=szQDmyyY3ySi949Sw2JZMA
https://twitter.com/zhusu/status/1536876343815983104?s=20&t=szQDmyyY3ySi949Sw2JZMA
https://www.investvoyager.com/pressreleases/voyager-digital-provides-update-on-asset-and-risk-management
https://twitter.com/finblox/status/1537414199890296838?s=20&t=kqSYplzH0SpS_wML8D0L3g
https://twitter.com/DeribitExchange/status/1537458922545635328?s=20&t=fa7UIEaRb7HuaKouTOeP2A
https://twitter.com/BlockFiZac/status/1537499455007645696?s=20&t=8YPJXzXPRiqB4tEDh82lPw
https://twitter.com/BlockFiZac/status/1537499455007645696?s=20&t=8YPJXzXPRiqB4tEDh82lPw
https://twitter.com/michaelmoro/status/1537822423806009344
https://babel.finance/article-views.html?id=50
https://twitter.com/tier10k/status/1537749719543341056?s=20&t=sH2ZM9IIIQz9UP_XWl8mxQ
https://blog.celsius.network/a-note-to-the-celsius-community-e5af1f5a7998
https://blog.bancor.network/market-conditions-update-june-19-2022-e5b857b39336


6/20 Maple Finance announces lack of pool liquidity and that lenders will 
have to wait for borrower repayments.  

6/20 Babel announces new structural agreements to repay debt to alleviate 
the liquidity situation.

6/21 BlockFi announces $250 million credit line from FTX.

6/22 Voyager announces $200 million cash and 15,000 BTC credit lines from 
Alameda and announces 3AC exposure of $350 million and 15,250 BTC.  

6/23 Voyager limits daily withdrawals to $10,000. 

6/23 BlockFi announces higher interest rate with tier 3 BTC from 0.01% to 
2%, a 20X increase citing increased institutional demand and lower  
lender liquidity.

6/23 CoinFlex Exchange halts withdrawals. 

6/24 Celsius hires advisors to prepare for bankruptcy.  

6/24 News surfaces that Goldman Sachs may broker a deal with investors to 
buy distressed Celsisus assets for $2 billion. 

6/24 BlockFi On The Brink (OTB) podcast released with CEO Zac Prince 
saying 3AC’s loans were collateralized while BlockFi faced 10% of asset 
withdrawals in a “massive stress test”.  
 
6/25 Investor call leaked that Morgan Creek is trying to raise $250 million to 
counter the BlockFi FTX offer to avoid wiping out equity holders. 

6/27 CoinFlex Exchange issues $47 million worth of recovery tokens to cover 
an uncollateralized loan with a single individual counterparty, Roger Ver. 

6/27 Voyager issues default notice to 3AC. 
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https://maple.finance/news/managing-liquidity/
https://babel.finance/article-views.html?id=51
https://twitter.com/SBF_FTX/status/1539268631095152642?s=20&t=emT4RQc4bloaMkAln7DgYA
https://www.investvoyager.com/pressreleases/voyager-digital-provides-market-update
https://www.investvoyager.com/pressreleases/voyager-digital-provides-market-update
https://twitter.com/DylanLeClair_/status/1539961157108305920?s=20&t=-0a_Zs-mSZFBJ5QWGGIpJA
https://blockfi.com/interest-rates-update-july-2022
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/23/coinflex-pauses-withdrawals-amid-extreme-market-conditions-and-counterparty-uncertainty/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/celsius-network-taps-more-advisers-to-prepare-for-potential-bankruptcy-11656088078
https://blockworks.co/goldman-sachs-joins-deep-pocketed-investors-eyeing-crypto-lender-celsius-assets/
https://twitter.com/BlockFiZac/status/1541421197656825856?s=20&t=XvRW7i09E3TipNHljIb5Lw
https://twitter.com/BlockFiZac/status/1541421197656825856?s=20&t=XvRW7i09E3TipNHljIb5Lw
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/06/25/morgan-creek-is-trying-to-counter-ftxs-blockfi-bailout-leaked-call-shows/
https://twitter.com/MarkDavidLamb/status/1541831697787928576?s=20&t=1-TOLZIp7Om2BpKKcRjMwg
https://blockworks.co/voyager-digital-issues-3ac-notice-of-default-on-around-665-million-loan/
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T O  B E  C O N T I N U E D . . .
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∞  /  2 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
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https://bmpro.substack.com/

